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This article presents a theorem which gives conditions for the existence 
of an uppersemicontinuous (USC) quasiconcave function which attains a 
global maximum on a given compact subset of a paracompact convex 
space. This is also a coincidence theorem for set valued maps involving a 
fixed point for the composition of two set valued maps. 
Fan [6] has shown the following: if @ is a convex set of USC concave 
functions on a paracompact convex set X of a topological vector space 
(tvs), then under appropriate conditions there exists (PE Cp such that cp 
attains a global maximum. This is Theorem 2. Simons [S] has shown that 
we can relax “concave” to “quasiconcave” for the functions on X if we 
assume X is compact. 
Theorem 1, using a set valued map from X into the set of all USC 
quasiconcave functions on X, shows that we can have both quasiconcave 
functions and X paracompact. The proof is direct and assumes only 
Brouwer’s fixed point theorem. Fan’s and Simons’s theorems are seen to be 
consequences of Theorem 1. Finally, the example at the end of the paper 
shows that Theorem 1 is a strict generalization of these two. 
To set the framework, we remind the reader of some basic definitions 
and notation. Let X be a topologized subset of a real vector space. X is said 
to be a conuex space (see Lassonde [7, p. 1531) if X is convex and the 
topology on X induces the Euclidean topology on the convex hulls of its 
finite subsets. Clearly every convex subset of a tvs is a convex space. 
However, a convex space need not be a subset of a tvs. For example, a vec- 
tor space with an uncountable Hamel basis and the finite (i.e., weak) 
topology is a convex space but not a tvs (see Dugundji [3, p. 4121). 
A real valued functionf on X is quasiconcave if the set {x E XJf(x) > a> 
is convex for every real a. If f: X -+ R, Mf will be the set of x in X where f 
attains its maximum. Note that Mf may be empty. 
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THEOREM 1. Let X be a nonempty, paracompact convex space. Suppose 
that 
(1.1) for each x E X, TX is a nonempty convex subset of USC quasicon- 
cave functions on X; 
(1.2) for each USC quasiconcaoe function f on X, T- ‘f is open in X, and 
(1.3) there exists a nonempty, convex, compact set X0 c X, and a non- 
empty, compact set KC X such that for every x E X\K and f e TX, ,f(x) < 
max ,.xof(Y); 
then, there exists x E K and f E TX such that x E Mf: 
Proof. Since Tz is nonempty for each z E X, there exists f, such that 
z E T- ‘f,. Then { T ‘f= 1 z E X) is an open cover of X. By paracompactness, 
there exists a precise, open, neighborhood finite refinement of that cover, 
say ( Uz / z E X}. By “precise” we mean that 
(1.4) for each z E X, U, c T !f,. 
Now let {a; 1 z E X} be a continuous partition of unity subordinate to 
{ U, I z E X}. That is 
(1.5) for each ZE X, Supp(cr,) c U, and for each XE X, 
~;EL.a;(X)= 1. 
For each x E X define cp* = CT, x a,(x)f,. (We note that {zj(x,(x)>O} is 
finite.) Then by (1.1 ), ( 1.4) and (1.5) cp* E T, and so q ~ is quasiconcave 
and USC for each x E X. We can now see that 
(1.6) for each y E X, the map x -+ q,(y) is continuous 
while, 
(1.7) the map x -+ cp,(x) is USC. 
Suppose F is any finite subset of X. Define X,; to be the convex hull of 
X0 u F. Then X, is convex and compact. Also define for each x E XF, 
and for each y E X,, 
w ‘y= {XlXEXF> cp,(Y)~P,(x)~. 
Since cpI- is quasiconcave, Wx is convex. Also. 
x$ wx. (1.8) 
By (1.6) and (1.7) W-‘y is open in X,. We will now show 
3XFE x, such that Wx,= 0. (1.9) 
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Suppose not. That is, suppose for each x E X,, Wx # 0. Then there exists 
y E X, such that y E Wx. So, x E W- ‘y. Since X, is compact and 
{ W-‘y 1 y E X,} is an open cover of X,, there exist y, ,..., y,, E X, such that 
x,= w-‘y, u ‘I. u w-‘y,. 
Let P,,..., pn be a continuous partition of unity subordinate to Wp’y, ,..., 
W ‘y,. Then, for each x E X,, p,(x) > 0 implies yi E Wx. 
Now define 
where 8 is the simplex given by 
Clearly, r and s are both continuous. Hence, rs: (T” -+ # is continuous. By 
Brouwer’s fixed point theorem, there exists LEG” such that t-s(l) = A. 
Hence, s(rs(l)) =s(2) and sr(x) = x for x = s(I) E X,. Thus there exists 
x E X, such that 
x = u(x) = s(p, ,..., PJ = i P,(X) Y, E wx. 
r=l 
But this contradicts (1.8). Hence we have established (1.9), i.e., there exists 
X~-E X, such that Wx,= 0. 
This implies that 
and since cp., E TX,, by (1.3) we have X~E K. Thus, for each finite Fc X, 
there exists x:.EK such that 
(1.10) 
As F runs over all finite subsets of X, {xF} is a directed net in K. For 
each y E X, the set { y 1 is one of these P’s. So by (1.10) eventually 
(P&F) a %,(Y). 
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Let x be a cluster point of {xF) in K. By (1.6) and (1.7) for each y EX we 
have 
Since XE K and (P,E TX, we have the result. Q.E.D. 
Remark. One might wonder if we can relax the requirement hat TX be 
convex. In fact we can. Suppose the correspondence T from X into the set 
of USC quasiconcave functions on X is such that: 
(1.1 *) for each x E X, TX is nonempty and conv TX is contained in 
the set of USC quasiconcave functions on X, and 
(1.2*) for each USC quasiconcavef, TPIf is open in X. 
Define a new correspondence S by Sx = conv TX. Then for each x E X, 
Sx is nonempty, convex, and contained in the set of USC quasiconcave 
functions on X. Furthermore, if x E S - ‘f then f~ Sx = conv TX. That is, 
.f= $ i;g,, where g,E TX and I, > 0, i i,,=l. 
,=I ,=I 
For each i, gi E TX and hence x E T- ‘g, which is open in X. Then 
XE~ T-‘g,cS ‘j Hence S’fis open in X. Thus (l.l*) and (1.2*) for T 
imply (1.1) and (1.2) for S. So although we can weaken the hypothesis of 
convexity for TX, we have not lost any generality by assuming it. 
THEOREM 2 (Fan [6, Theorem 83). Let X be a nonempty, paracompact, 
convex set in a topological vector space. Let @ be a nonempty convex set of 
lower semicontinuous convex functions on A’. Let S be a subset of X x 6, such 
that 
(2.1) for each PIE@, {x~Xl(x, (p)~Sf is open in Xand 
(2.2) for each x E X, { cp E @ ( (x, q) E S} is nonempty and convex. 
Then either, 
(2.3) there exists (y, cp) E S such that cp( y) = min xG x q(x) or, for each 
nonempty, compact, convex set X0 c X and for each compact Kc X, there 
exists (y, cp) E S such that 
(2.4) yeX\K and cp(y)<cp(x) for all XEX,,. 
Proof ForeachxEXwedelineTx={-cp\cpE@,(x,cp)ES}.Onecan 
easily check that (1.1) and (1.2) are satisfied by T. The result follows. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3 (Simons [S, Theorem 0.11). Let X be a nonempty, compact 
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convex space. For each x E X let TX be a subset of USC quasiconcave functions 
such that 
(3.1) .for all x E X, TX is nonempty and conv TX is contained in the set 
of all USC quasiconcave functions, and 
(3.2) for all USC quasiconcave f, T- ‘f is open in X. 
Then there exists x E X and f E conv TX such that x E Mf 
Proof By the Remark we have that (3.1) implies (1.1) and (3.2) implies 
(1.2). Since X is compact, let K= X and let X,, be any nonempty, convex, 
compact subset of X. Then (1.3) is vacuously true. The conclusion then 
follows from Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE. We now give an example to show that Theorem 1 is a strict 
generalization of Theorems 2 and 3. Let the convex space X of Theorem 1 be 
R and take X0 to be the closed interval [0, l] while K is the closed interval 
[1,2]. Thenforalla~Rde$nef,:R+R by 
/ 
a, x<l 
SAX)= a+ 1, 1 dxd2 
a. x > 2. 
Clearly, for all a E R, f, is USC and quasiconcave. For each x E R! define 
TX= {f,jx<a<x+ l}. 
Then TX is nonempty and convex. Furthermore, 
T-‘f~={x&~f,~Tx}=( xER)a-l<xXa}=(a--,a). 
Hence, for all a in R, T- ‘f, is open in R. Finally, for all a in R, 
yEa;fU(y)=a+ 1. 
Since f, attains the value a+ 1 only for x E K, then for all xcX\K and 
f, E TX we have 
f,(x) < pEgf”(Y). 
Hence (1. 1 ), ( 1.2), and ( 1.3) of Theorem 1 are satisfied. So, there exist x E K 
and f E TX such that x E Mf In fact, in this example any x E K will work. We 
cannot apply Theorem 2 because the fUi are quasiconcave not concave. Nor, 
can we apply Theorem 3 because X is not compact. 
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QUESTION. Paracompactness played a crucial role in the proof of 
Theorem 1. It was used to obtain a partition of unity on X, which in turn 
was used to construct certain functions. A similar procedure was followed 
by Fan in his proof of Theorem 2. This leads to the following question: 
(Q) Is Theorem 1 still true if we assume only that X is a nonempty 
convex space? 
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